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ABSTRACT

We proposed a novel video event representation based on cog-
nitive semantics for small human group detection and event
recognition in this paper. Instead of video event symbols,
the video is described via the basic cognitive elements, such
as paths, places, things, actions, and causes. The structural
and semantic distance of each thing in the same place will be
calculated and different things (human in this case) will be
merged together to reduce the semantic disorder. Once a hu-
man group is detected, its actions will be classified into atom
group activities by their corresponding spatial and temporal
semantics. The spatial and temporal similarity of atom group
activities is examined and probabilistic context free gram-
mar is derived from these atom activities based on Minimum
Description Length (MDL) criterion. The induced grammar
rules will then be used to parse test videos. The experimental
results on the BEHAVE and Collective data set demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms— Cognitive Linguistic Semantics, Context
Free Grammar, Grammar Induction, Small Human Group Be-
havior

1. INTRODUCTION

Grammar models have attracted much attention in recent
years for complex visual event recognition. To apply gram-
mar models for event recognition, usually low-level features
are firstly extracted from videos and then classified to a set
of terminal symbols, i.e. visual event primitives. Differ-
ent event primitives will form a discrete symbol string for
syntactic analysis, including grammar induction and pars-
ing [1]. This approach has been extended to more complex
event recognition applications, such as the towers of Hanoi
task [2], one-to-one basketball [3], office daily activities [4],
and Blackjack games[5]. In summary, this approach is most
suitable for sequential event recognition, regardless of the
number of anticipants of the event. However, there are many
scenarios with concurrent events, such as a small group of
people fighting each other, namely ”group fighting”. The
sub-event for each person cannot be treated separately and
sequentially. So the simple sequential approach has difficul-
ties to address such problems.

To recognize parallel visual events, Joo et.al. [6] intro-
duced attribute grammar for event recognition and anomaly
detection. Recently, Zhang.et.al [7] extended SCFG to auto-
matically learning of grammar rules and parallel parsing of
sub-events simultaneously. Besides the temporal semantics,
spatial semantics have also been introduced to recognize two-
person interactions [8]. These methods added attributes to
each event primitive, for example, an ID set is stored in [7]
and used for searching other concurrent event during parsing
process. These approaches are suitable for a small number of
parallel sub-events, and are very specific to certain applica-
tions.

Inspired by the cognitive linguistic (CL) models [9, 10],
we introduce a CL based representation for visual events in
videos. Five different conceptual primitives, including place,
path, action, thing and cause, are used to represent different
visual events as shown in Figure 1. As this representation is
learned from the most fundamental constructor of human lan-
guage, it can be intuitively applied to describe many kinds of
visual events. Based on CL descriptions of visual events, we
propose a framework for small human group event parsing
in videos based on trained probabilistic context free grammar
models. We also introduce a new method to describe spa-
tial and temporal semantics for grammar induction. For the
spatial semantics, both individual actions and small group be-
havior are taken into account for visual event representations.
As to temporal semantics, the dynamic structures of multiple
human objects in the scene are captured all the time, which
ensures the SCFG to construct precise representations of all
the targets.

As shown in Figure 1, a particular visual event is repre-
sented with five primitives. A “path” is composed of a se-
quence of places. A “place” is associated with the exact loca-
tion and time duration a particular thing. “Things” can be hu-
man or objects, depending on different scenarios. “Action” is
the the corresponding action of the thing, which can be treated
as visual primitive events in most aforementioned methods. A
“cause” can a special event or object causes other event or ob-
ject to occur.

Unlike event-driven methods, the grammar learning is
performed at two-levels of things-driven. In the first step,
different things will be merged based upon their seman-
tic distance. The mering process will be continued until it



Fig. 1. Semantic structure representation

reaches the minimum semantic disorder which is defined in
[11]. If multiple things have been merged as a group of things
in the current place, a small group event recognition [12] will
be performed and all human objects in the place will form
a new thing, i.e.“group”, and its corresponding action will
become small group action. If there are multiple groups, each
group will be processed by the same procedure. If there are
still individual persons outside the groups, they will maintain
their individual descriptions.

After things merging, all the related concurrent events in
the same place will be processed to form another high-level
semantic representation, which avoids the parallel sub-event
difficult in sequential grammar systems. The mixed descrip-
tions of individual and group primitives will be used in the
training of stochastic context free grammar rules, a minimum
description length (MDL) based grammar induction method
will applied to the event sequence and different rules will be
generated. The induced grammar rules will be used to parse
different videos. It should be noted that, in this work, if there
are individual and group co-existed in the place, we treat them
as non-related concurrent events and will process them sepa-
rately.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

• We propose a general visual event description frame-
work based on cognitive linguistic primitives.

• We propose a two-level grammar induction algorithm,
which can perform both individual and group event
recognition, and effectively address multiple concur-
rent events in the scene. Unlike predefined grammar
rules, all the rules are automatically induced in our
method, which makes our framework adaptable to dif-
ferent scenarios.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Our proposed framework is focused on the small human
group action recognition. Firstly, each human object’s seman-
tic information will be used for small human group detection.

Once a small human group is discovered, their action will
be recognized based on group action classification method,
otherwise each individual’s action will be classified based on
single human action recognition method.

Once these human action recognition results are obtained,
a probabilistic context free grammar model will be initialized
to automatically induce the potential rule behind group or in-
dividual action atoms. The induction will take into account
both spatial and temporal correlation of each action and gen-
erate a number of events to represent different combination of
actions. These induced event rules then will be used to parse
different testing videos.

2.1. Cognitive Linguistics Representation

As summarized in [10], cognitive linguistics is an emerging
theory of human language acquisition, and it claims that a se-
mantic concept can be described using five conceptual prim-
itives, i.e.“things”, “places”, “paths”, “actions” and “causes”.
Within visual semantic domain, these five primitives can be
interpreted as the following:

• Paths: Path consists of a sequence of places. Things
and actions are moving along paths.

• Places: Places are particular locations with some time
duration. Things and actions occur in places.

• Things: Things can be human or objects. They will
conduct certain actions.

• Actions: Actions are dynamic behaviors of things, such
as walking, running, and fighting.

• Causes: Causes are the reasons of different actions,
which are represented as a set of functions.

More specifically, path provides an abstract description of ac-
tivities, such as group meeting, group fighting, etc, over a
certain space and time. Place indicates the beginning and
ending frame of the event, as well as the location of each
agent in the group. Things refers to group members, while
action is his/her activities in the place. Given an input video
with ground truth detection and tracking results, we divide
it into small clips with one second, each second is a place,
and the all the humans in the scene are things, their move-
ments are the actions. Therefore we transfer the whole video
to our cognitive linguistic description with in a 5-tuple repre-
sentation. For example, {WalkTogether,< x, y, w, h, t >
,< person1, walking, person2, walking >} shows there
are two people walking together.

2.2. Things Merging

Inspired by the social networks entropy defined in [11], we
define similar criteria for things mering in the cognitive lin-
guistic representation. Given a group G of N things, the



group entropy H(G) is defined as:

H(G) = −
N−1∑

i=1

j=i+1∑

N

sij ln(sij)+ (1− sij)ln(1− sij) (1)

where sij is the similarity measurement of two different
things. In our case, each thing has a semantic description,
which includes speed, direction, action, and location. s ij is
a measure of the semantic distance between two things. It
should be noted that the things group will reach the maximum
entropy value when all the things are grouped into the same
cluster.

Input:P , imax
H0 ← H0

P , i← 0
while i ≤ imax do
i← i+1 A,B← random clusters from P
x←random thing from A, B, x ∈ A move x to B,
B← x
Hi← HP

i

if Hi > Hi−1 then
move x back to A, A← x

end
end
Output: PH , new groups with a reduced entropy

Algorithm 1: Entropy Based Things Merge

The merging algorithm 1 require a initial group partition,
here we used the minimum span tree to obtain the first group
set based on their topological distribution. To evaluate our al-
gorithm, we compare our semantic things merging algorithm
with the method proposed in [13] in the Table 1:

2.3. Hierarchical Human Group Action Grammar Rule
Induction

Grammar induction has been studied for many decades. Min-
imum description length (MDL) [14] has been widely ac-
cepted as the criterion for grammar induction. The minimum
description length principle is define as:
1. the length, in bits, of the description of the theory
2. the length, in bits, of the data when encoded with the help
of the theory.

As shown in [15], grammar induction process iteratively
performs the merge and construct operations on the training
text, until it reaches the minimum description length. We fol-
low the description length defined in [15],

Table 1. Small human group detection
data set our detection rate detection rate [13]
SU1 60.4 55.4
SU2 71.5 64.6

Fig. 2. A group of queuing people

DL(tL) = DL(tL|G) +DL(G) (2)

where tL is the text sequence, G is the grammar, and DL is
the description length.

1. Merge For each action pair (A,B), the merge operation
will create a new candidate P → A|B.

2. Construct For each action pair A,B, the construct oper-
ation will produce a set of candidates, P → AB.

We adopted the basic procedure for visual events grammar
induction. However, due to the complexity of visual events,
we extended it to a semantic merge operation in our system.
The basic merge operation is based on information theory,
which compressed the event symbol sequence based upon en-
tropy from signal process perspective. This principle is ef-
fective for grammar induction from text. However, as visual
event primitives have much rich information besides of sym-
bol itself. Some work has been done in this direction [7, 8]
from the spatial and temporal similarity of different events.
Beside these similarity, we propose a semantic merge oper-
ation, which merge the things based on semantic represen-
tation. Take the group action “queuing” for an example, as
shown in Figure 2, if there are eight people in a queue, the
basic description are eight concurrent queuing action primi-
tive, or eight stand-move events in a bottom-up description
framework. As these are repetitive events, the basic merge
operation will simply merge it to just one stand-move event,
which will lead to a misrepresentation.

In our framework, we will apply a semantic merge opera-
tion of things as shown in the previous section. The basic idea
is trying to find the most descriptive information which close
to natural human language. In the “queuing” example, after
semantic merge the system will output “a group of people is
queuing” to describe such scene, which is more acceptable for
human understanding. To do this, we firstly perform things
merge at each place, if there is a human group, the group ac-
tion will be classified based on [12].

The procedure of grammar induction is shown in algo-
rithm 4 below:



Event symbol sequence
Grammar rules
initialization
while δ(descriptionlength) > 0 do
human group detection
update event description
semantic merge
calculate description length

end
Output leaned grammar rules
Algorithm 2: Hierarchical Grammar Induction

Table 2. Group Primitives
symbolic definition frequency semantic
s1 0.2735 In Group
s2 0.0085 Approach
s3 0.1880 Walk Together
s4 0.1709 Split
s5 0.1624 Following
s6 0.0085 Chase
s7 0.0427 Ignore
s8 0.0171 Fight
s9 0.0769 Run Together
s10 0.0513 Meet

As to the video event primitives, in this work, we define
three different primitive for individuals: “walk”, “run”, and
“stand”. We also use ten different primitives for group ac-
tions from BEHAV E data set: InGroup, Approach, Walk-
Together, Split, Ignore, Following, Chase , Fight, RunTo-
gether, and Meet.

2.4. Video Parsing

After extracting low-level features and performing classifica-
tion, each individual’s action primitive will form a string for
parsing. We utilize the Earley parser [16] for parsing. The
video event parsing can be iteratively processed through three
steps: prediction, scanning and completing.

1. prediction A list of possible states will be generated
based upon previous input.

2. scanning During scanning, the similarity between de-
rived symbol and input string will be evaluated.

3. completing Based upon states selected from scanning
step, the completing step will update all the positions
for the pending derivations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments have been conducted on two video data sets.

Table 3. Learned rules
production rule probability semantic
P14 → s2s3 1 group walk together
P12 → P11s4 1 group crossing
P16 → S9P15 1 group fight and split
P18 → P13s5 1 group following
P26 → P11S10 1 group meeting,talking

Table 4. Recognition result on the Collective Activity data
set

group actions detection rate detection rate [18]
Crossing 70.4 55.4
Walking 71.5 64.6
Waiting 60.4 63.3
Talking 61.5 57.9
Queuing 90.3 83.6

3.1. BEHAVE data set

The BEHAVE data set[17] consists of four video clips, and
76, 800 frames in total. This video data set is recorded at 26
frames per second and has a resolution of 640×480. Different
group atom activities include: InGroup, Approach, WalkTo-
gether, Split, Ignore, Following, Chase , Fight, RunTogether,
and Meet. There are 174 samples of different group activities
in this dataset as shown in Table 2.

After processing with algorithm 4, some of the learned
probabilistic grammar rules are shown in the Table 3.

3.2. Collective Activity data set

Collective Activity dataset [18] contains 5 different collective
activities : crossing, walking, waiting, talking, and queuing
and 44 short video sequences. Unlike BEHAVE data set, all
the videos in this data set are recorded from real-world scenar-
ios instead of controlled environment. We use the grammar
rules learned from BEHAVE data set to parse videos with dif-
ferent group activities. The recognition result is shown in Ta-
ble 4. Comparing to the benchmark result [18], the proposed
framework clearly demonstrate its advantage over the feature
based methods, as some human group activities clear have
state transition, which is suitable for our proposed framework.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a general representation frame-
work for visual events based on cognitive linguistics. The
general representation will then be used in an automatic
grammar induction system for human group event recog-
nition. The proposed framework successfully address the



concurrent subevent problem in grammar systems. The se-
mantic merge operation ensures that the representation is
close to the human language as well as with a minimum de-
scription length. The experimental results in small human
group event recognition applications demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed framework. Although we utilized
some domain-specific knowledge in this application, the gen-
eral representation can be applied to many different visual
recognition systems.
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